Team Productivity Protocols
This Workshop is targeted at high performing teams
wanting to work together with synergy and at pace to
remove organisational drag and to maximise individual
and team productivity. Kate will walk your team through
the best tailored productivity strategies for your team/
profession/ physical working environment, and will
facilitate agreement on your new Team Protocols.
Your team will be left with:
• A clear understanding of the best (and the worst)
behaviours that impact productivity
• A clear understanding of what organisational drag
and individual poor time management behaviours
are costing the business/ team/ organisation at a
financial/ opportunity/ emotional and physical cost
level
• The tools and confidence on how to better invest
their time and to respect the time of everyone else

Options:
•

•

2 Hour Workshop: The architecture for a suite of
Team Protocols, ready to be developed in house
and then implemented
1 Day Workshop: A full written suite of Team
Protocols ready for implementation

Bespoke:
It is important to Kate that her content and the strategies
she provides are 100% tailored to your audience/ team/
working environment/ industry. Kate ensures this by:
• Surveying your audience via a short 5 question
anonymous survey to identify their key individual
and team time pain points
• Guiding your audience to complete a 1 day personal
time audit, each of which Kate reviews.

Kate’s presentation absolutely nailed some of the key frustrations and roadblocks of our Director team. Getting back extra time is now a key focus
for the business and Kate’s tools will allow us all to get back some balance in our already busy lives. - Greg Sugars, CEO Preston Rowe Paterson
Thanks to working with Kate we now have daily practices in place that have improved the entire organisation’s intelligence around time
management, time blocking, setting big hairy tasks to start the day, and reducing the occurrences of multitasking. This has led to an enhanced respect for each other’s time – moreover, our team are more often problem solving for themselves due to a delay in “interrupting” each other and the
heightened awareness and respect we all have for each others’ time and focus. - David Johnston, Managing Director Property Planning Australia
With a team across Australia & New Zealand, it is critical that we meet face to face, as a team, at least twice a year. Our PD and Strategy days
are very important to us. It is also important that we bring the right thought leaders in to educate and inspire our team. This year we engaged Kate
Christie from Time Stylers to challenge our thinking around how we invest our time. Kate’s take on time, managing productivity and dealing with
organisational drag was new and inspiring. Together, we dug deep into how we currently approach time at work and at home and we came away
with a new insight into our individual and collective habits and behaviours and the motivation to make the changes we need to make. Since the
event we continue to gain momentum with our productivity. Time with Kate is time well spent. - Michael Cromie, Managing Director Corporate
Challenge Events
We engaged Kate Christie to work with individual staff on a 1:1 basis during our Wellness Week. Staff were offered 30-60 minute 1:1
coaching sessions to flush out their key time management challenges. It was a terrific way for Westpac to help address staff training
needs in a very tailored and personal way. My team loved it. - Erika Perkins, Westpac
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